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Abstract.
In this paper we present a binary instrumentation methodology to monitor run-

time events. We demonstrate our approach on OpenMP constructs for the Intel and

GNU compilers. A binary-level static analysis detects the compiler patterns and

the runtime function calls corresponding to OpenMP regions. To this effect we

integrate the software tool MAQAO with the scalable measurement infrastructure

Score-P. We design a new interface and modify both tools to support the new events.

The main advantages of using binary instrumentation are the possibility to retrieve

implicit runtime events, to instrument without recompilation, to be independent

from the language, and not to interact with compiler optimization. Our validation

experiments and first results shows that binary instrumentation has not introduced

any additional overhead.
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Introduction

Dynamic performance analysis is essential to optimize applications. To capture the com-

plete behavior of an application, a widely used method is probe insertion combined with

profiling and tracing. While tracing gives very detailed insight, dynamic events can eas-

ily occur billions of time, thus increasing time and memory overhead. In extreme cases

the analysis cannot be done in a reasonable time. With the growing size of both systems

and applications, this problem gets worse and minimizing the impact of instrumentation

becomes paramount.

In our work, we concentrate on probe insertions around program structures such as

functions, loops, and OpenMP runtime events. Traditional instrumentation approaches

are based on source or compiler-level instrumentation, or library interposition. The two

former ones respectively imply a strong dependency on language and compilers. It limits

the portability of the tools. Library interposition [1,2] implies a strong commitment of



system and runtime developers. Specification efforts, such as the OMPT interface [2]

still need to be implemented in a future OpenMP release.

In this paper, we use binary instrumentation with MAQAO to insert the probes di-

rectly into the application binaries. This approach is language agnostic but is limited to

one particular instruction set, x86 64 in our case. It has no interaction with the build pro-

cess. It does not need any recompilation of the target application. It offers the possibility

to detect and instrument implicit runtime events in the binary such as the implicit barrier

after a parallel for region in OpenMP. Contrary to source-level instrumentation, it

has no interaction with the compiler optimization pass. We integrated this approach with

the open-source project Score-P [3]. It provides a portable measurement infrastructure

and enables automatic instrumentation and measurements, with traces and profiles writ-

ten in the open data formats OTF2 [4] and CUBE4 [5]. Therefore, the generated traces

and profiles are compatible with other existing tools operating on these formats. The

main contributions presented in this paper are:

• a methodology to instrument hidden runtime events in a binary

• the management of undeterministic events closure at runtime

• the integration of the binary instrumenter MAQAO with the Score-P measurement

infrastructure

Sections 1 and 2 describe the MAQAO and Score-P tools. Section 3 presents some

related work about program instrumentation. Section 4 describes the methodology em-

ployed for detecting the runtime events in a binary and the runtime support to handle it.

Section 5 presents our results on several benchmarks and we finally conclude on results

and future work.

1. Score-P

The measurement system Score-P [3] is a community project, initiated by Vampir [6],

Scalasca [7], Tau [8] and Periscope [9] tools, to reduce redundant efforts in mainte-

nance, development, support and training. Score-P performs automatic instrumentation

of applications, employing compiler and source-to-source instrumentation as well as li-

brary interposition. The supported programming paradigms are MPI, OpenMP and hy-

brid combinations. Since the H4H project [10] (Hybrid programming for Heterogeneous

architectures) Score-P supports accelerators such as GPUs [11].

Figure 1 shows the underlying architecture of Score-P. The different instrumenters

are shown at the bottom. The measurement infrastructure is responsible for generating

timestamps for events and recording profiles and traces. It is linked to the user’s applica-

tion via the adapters. Since different instrumentation tools can be used, the adapters are

necessary to translate the specific tools interface to Score-P requirements.

The results are stored in OTF2 traces [4] or CUBE4 [5] profiles. The CUBE4 format

stores profiles in aggregated form along three dimensions: metrics, call-tree and system-

tree. In an OTF2 trace, every entry and exit of a region are stored explicitly, resulting

in a greater demand of memory and storage on disk. The data is distributed over several

files and consists of region definitions and events specifying the entries and exits of these

regions.



Figure 1. Overview of the Score-P architecture. Extensions during the H4H project are highlighted, with

special focus on the MAQAO integration.

2. MAQAO

MAQAO (Modular Assembly Quality Analyzer and Optimizer) analyzes binary codes

and provides application developers with reports to optimize their code. The tool mixes

both static code quality evaluation [12], and dynamic profiling and characterization [13].

This is based on the ability to reconstruct low-level and high-level structures, such as

basic blocks, loops, functions, and call-sites. Another main feature of MAQAO is its

extensibility. Users can easily write their own plug-ins, using the embedded scripting

language Lua. It allows fast prototyping of new tools based on MAQAO.

MAQAO also provides a domain-specific language for binary instrumentation: MIL

(MAQAO Instrumentation Language) [14]. It is an event-driven and object-oriented lan-

guage. The objective is to provide a high-level view of objects that can be manipulated

by events. It controls the insertion of probes and seamlessly produces the corresponding

modified binary. For instance the loop object exposes entries, exits and back-edge events

(i.e. the edge that close the loop). To count the numbers of iterations of all loops, a probe

can be added on the back-edge event.

In general, in the MIL file, the application developers subscribe to events and can

define the following elements:

• Filters: A means to select a specific subset of objects to process.

• Actions: Additional processing on the object regardless of probe insertion.

• Probes: A probe is defined by its function name, the name of the dynamic library

in which it is contained and the list of its parameters.

3. Related Work

To assist developers, there are a number of performance analysis tools with different

approaches for different purposes. One of the main differences between these tools, lies



in the used instrumentation methods: source-to-source, compiler, binary instrumentation

and library interposition.

Source-to-source instrumentation: This is the state-of-the-art instrumentation

method for OpenMP such as in OPARI2 [15] or ompP [16]. However, it requires re-

compiling and relinking of the code and the inserted probes influence the compiler opti-

mization. Furthermore, some internal runtime events, such as implicit barriers cannot be

instrumented at source-level.

Compiler instrumentation: Compilers, such as ICC [17], provide function and loop

instrumentation. However it cannot be fine tuned and can prevents some optimization. It

results in large measurement overhead when the probes are inserted for frequent events

with little workload.

Library interposition: Library functions are intercepted and information about

their usage is collected. Then the call is passed to the actual library implementation.

This is the standard method for measuring MPI communication. As an OpenMP direc-

tive gets translated into a certain combination of calls, this method could only be used to

instrument the OpenMP runtime library functions.

Binary instrumentation: There are multiple solutions for binary instrumentation

such as Intel PIN [18], Dynamorio [19] or dyninst [20]. The first two are powerful and

robust, but their dynamic overhead limits them to measurements that are not related to

time. Dyninst on the other side is a dynamic binary patcher. This versatile solution proves

to be efficient in handling simple cases, but fails for complex program structures. With

Cobi [21], it has been integrated into Score-P to instrument functions. However, dyninst

cannot perform the necessary analysis to instrument events with high-level semantics,

such as runtime events.

4. Software Extensions

The integration of MAQAO and Score-P requires the definition and implementation of

a new interface and of extensions in both tools. In this section we present the common

interface, the runtime instrumentation methodology with MAQAO and the integration

with Score-P.

4.1. Common Interface

The MAQAO requirements, and the information it can provide, are different from the

other tools already embedded in Score-P. Therefore we cannot reuse the existing inter-

faces to Score-P. We propose two new interfaces.

The Score-P-MAQAO user INTerface, SMINT, defines probe functions for user

loops and functions. It registers instrumented code regions to the measurement system

with a unique id. This id encodes all necessary information about the name of the func-

tions, the source code location and some auxiliary data.

The Score-P-MAQAO user interface for OpenMP, SMOMP, defines specific probe

functions for OpenMP regions. It also provides specific probes function to initialize the

thread-safe data structures, which can then be accessed by all threads during the parallel

execution.



Original code MAQAO instrumented without debug info
with ICC runtime with GCC runtime

SMOMP Parallel fork() SMOMP Parallel fork()

#pragma omp parallel #pragma omp parallel #pragma omp parallel

{ SMOMP Parallel begin() { SMOMP Parallel begin()

... ... ...

SMOMP Parallel end() } SMOMP Parallel end()}
SMOMP Parallel join() SMOMP Parallel join()

SMOMP For nowait enter() SMOMP For nowait enter()

#pragma omp for nowait #pragma omp for nowait #pragma omp for nowait

{ for(...) {....} } { for(...) {....} } { for(...) {....} }
SMOMP For nowait exit() SMOMP For nowait exit()

SMOMP For ordered nowait enter() SMOMP For ordered nowait enter()

#pragma omp for ordered #pragma omp for ordered #pragma omp for ordered

{ for(...) {....} } { for(...) {....} } { for(...) {....} }
SMOMP For ordered nowait exit() SMOMP For ordered nowait exit()

SMOMP Sections enter() SMOMP Sections enter()

#pragma omp sections #pragma omp sections

#pragma omp sections { {
{ #pragma omp section #pragma omp section

#pragma omp section { SMOMP Section begin() { SMOMP Section begin()
{...} ... ...

} SMOMP Section end() } SMOMP Section end()}
SMOMP Sections exit() SMOMP Sections exit()

SMOMP Master enter() SMOMP Master enter()

#pragma omp master #pragma omp master #pragma omp master

{ ... } { ... } { ... }
SMOMP Master exit() SMOMP Master exit()

SMOMP Single enter() SMOMP Single enter()

#pragma omp single[1] #pragma omp single #pragma omp single

{ ... } { ... } { ... }
SMOMP Single exit() SMOMP Single exit()

SMOMP Barrier enter() SMOMP Barrier enter()

#pragma omp barrier[2] #pragma omp barrier #pragma omp barrier

SMOMP Barrier exit() SMOMP Barrier exit()

SMOMP Atomic enter() SMOMP Atomic enter()

#pragma omp atomic #pragma omp atomic #pragma omp atomic

... ... ...

SMOMP Atomic exit() SMOMP Atomic exit()

SMOMP Task enter() SMOMP Task enter()

#pragma omp task #pragma omp task

#pragma omp task { SMOMP Task begin() {SMOMP Task begin()

{...} ... ...

SMOMP Task end() } SMOMP Task end() }
SMOMP Task exit() SMOMP Task exit()

[1] works also for #pragma omp critical and #pragma omp ordered

[2] works also for #pragma omp flush and #pragma omp taskwait

Figure 2. Recognized pragmas. Probe instertions printed in bold are not yet supported by the current imple-

mentation.

4.2. MAQAO Runtime Instrumentation

MAQAO instruments the program by inserting probes into the binary. At binary level, the

runtime constructs are inserted as assembly macros, runtime calls or structural modifica-

tion. In this section, we present the methodology to reconstruct the source-level runtime

events and apply it on the Intel and GNU OpenMP runtimes.



4.2.1. General Methodology

High-level runtime semantics are translated in various forms into the binary. We clas-

sify them into three categories which can appear in combination. For each category, we

propose techniques to reconstruct the information.

• Simple call-sites: Events of this class translate into one or multiple well-defined

runtime function calls. To detect them, we parse the instructions and function

symbols.

• Inserted assembly macro: Runtime events may be translated into compiler as-

sembly macros. These can either be a sequence of assembly instructions or even

inlined functions. The code does not vary with the context, therefore a simple

pattern matching is sufficient.

• Structural modification: This is the most complex case. The events are trans-

lated into structural modifications of the user code such as outlining or external

loop-level addition. To retrieve the information we must perform static analysis

on the Control Flow Graph of the program.

Our methodology to determine the source-level runtime directives is based on ana-

lyzing simple unitary benchmarks with source-level instrumentation. After compilation,

we disassemble it with MAQAO and manually analyze the assembly code surround-

ing the source-level probes. For OpenMP this is done with the HLRS unitary OpenMP

benchmark [22] suite and OPARI2.

4.2.2. Implementation of the OpenMP Instrumentation

In this section, we study the runtime calls inserted by the ICC and GCC compilers, respec-

tively the KMPC and GOMP runtimes. The two compilers use different methods and

while most of the directives are easily recognized, some are very difficult to identify. The

table in figure 2 shows the probe insertion scheme for ICC and GCC. The bold events are

the ones we currently cannot recognize. The remainder of this section describes some

examples for simple and complex detection cases.

Simple cases: Most of the directives have well defined bounds, either by runtime

calls or particular patterns of instructions. If we consider the omp parallel directive,

we can observe two cases: with ICC, a runtime call defines the boundaries of the parallel

directive, while for GCC the parallel region is outlined in a new function. To instrument

around this directive, the measurement functions have to be inserted around the ICC

runtime function call or the GCC outlined function.

For some OpenMP directives, the runtime call insertions are the same and cannot

be distinguished. Therefore it produces ambiguous results. For example, with ICC, any

barrier will be represented with a specific runtime call. It is not possible to distinguish

explicit user barriers from a call insertion due to an implicit barrier (e.g. following an omp

for directive). In that case we decide to consider all barriers as explicit. Users can easily

interpret the results from the source code thanks to the compiler debug information.

Complex cases: When the bounds are not explicitly translated into a specific syntac-

tic unit, we have to consider using static analysis as stated in section 4.2.1. These cases

are illustrated by the two following representative cases.

For the omp for directive with the ordered clause, ICC generates three different

runtime calls. The runtime checks several times if the current iteration of the parallel



loop is the last one, and which thread should handle the next iterations. After the first

runtime call at the beginning of the loop, a branch generates two execution paths. The

first branch is the subgraph containing the loop, and the second branch is a bypass to the

end of the loop. While the entry probe function for the region is inserted at the beginning,

the closing measurement function must be inserted after the join of the two branches.

To find the correct block, we search the post-dominator block of the beginning block to

insert our exit probe.

For omp for with GCC, no runtime function call is inserted. At the beginning of a

parallel region, we identify a specific pattern of instructions that is inserted to compute

the work per thread. Starting from this pattern, we follow the CFG path to find the first

diverging point. This diverging point is the GCC equivalent of the fork node of the previ-

ous example on ICC. We can therefore apply the same method to exhibit the end of the

directive by searching the post-dominator of the diverging node.

4.2.3. Interaction with compiler optimizations

Using source-to-source instrumentation can impact compiler optimization. Indeed, the

insertion of calls to external functions can prevent some optimization such as inlining

or loop fusion, modify the result of compiler heuristics, or impact the CFG structure

and the binary layout such as the code alignment. Binary instrumentation does not. We

observe many of these interactions. The following example illustrates the impact on the

loop fusion optimization.

In some generated binaries, the parallel region can cover several loops which are

not in the same directive in the source code. When instrumenting with OPARI2, the

measurement functions are inserted around each parallel loop. When the code is not

instrumented, the compiler uses the same blocks to control the two loops. When a source-

level probe call is inserted between the loops, the compiler must respect the semantic and

since it has no information if this call has side effects, it must finish the first loop before

starting the second one. Therefore, it cannot do the fusion anymore. Furthermore, with

OPARI2, even if there is no loop iteration computed, the measurement still takes place.

To mimic the behavior of the source-level instrumentation, we need to insert probes in

the bypassing branch for each loop. For multiple parallel loops we take care to instrument

each of them to remain coherent with OPARI2 instrumentation.

4.3. Score-P

The modular design of the Score-P architecture allows to easily add extensions. There are

two main challenges in integrating the new MAQAO adapter. The first lies in mapping

MAQAO data to the thread-safe infrastructure in Score-P. The second is to keep track

of code regions with un-deterministic exit events due to the limitation of binary level

instrumentation.

4.3.1. Ensuring Thread-Safe Data Accesses in the Measurement Core

During the measurement, the probes call the adapter wrappers which activate the mea-

surement core to store the information. In a multi-threaded application, we must maintain

distinct memory spaces for the data measured by each thread.

The OPARI2 source-to-source instrumentation solves this issue by using OpenMP

threadprivate data. The compiler is responsible for creating the necessary OpenMP



thread-safe data structures. This approach is not possible with MAQAO as the relevant

directives would have to be inserted before compilation. However there are OpenMP

runtime functions to determine the level of nesting of parallel regions and to query the

thread IDs of each ancestor thread. For the integration, these functions are used to store

the nesting hierarchy for all threads in a tree structure and associate distinct spaces in

memory with each node in the tree.

4.3.2. Keeping Track of Un-Deterministic Exit Events

Score-P requires that entry and exit events are mapped to each other in a perfectly nested

way. However, during binary instrumentation with MAQAO, some exits of regions can-

not be associated with a specific entry.

To circumvent this restriction we propose a methodology, based on stack, to ensure

the consistency of the measurement. This approach is implemented in the MAQAO-

Score-P adapter. Since all events are perfectly nested and not cross over, when an exit

event occurs, it should close the last opened event. Therefore, we store all enter events in

a stack and ensure the consistency of the exits. If an un-deterministic exit event occurs we

close the last open region on the stack. If an exit event occurs that has an identifier which

differs from the top of the stack, all events are closed until the corresponding event in the

stack is found. Even if this method introduces some inaccuracy in the time measurement,

we are able to emit a warning on the concerned events and the rest of the measurement

is not corrupted.

5. Experiments

The current software prototype has been successfully installed and tested on the BULL

Nova Cluster provided for the H4H project. MAQAO and Score-P are both available

in the module environment. We tested our software with ICC 12.1.0 and 12.1.5 and on

GCC 4.2.1 and 4.6.3. To validate our approach, we verified our instrumentation on the

OpenMP validation suite of HLRS [22]. This suite is intended to evaluate the robustness

of the OpenMP implementations of compilers; indeed it extensively tests different com-

binations of directives. We used the NAS parallel benchmarks to validate our results and

compare to the source-to-source instrumenter OPARI2.

Except for OpenMP tasks, all OpenMP constructs can be instrumented with the

methodology presented in section 4.2. For tasks, the methodology fails to find where to

insert the probes as no runtime calls, structural changes or specific instruction patterns

have been identified. The Score-P measurement infrastructure is only able to measure

tied tasks. For untied tasks the problem lies in finding the potential migration point. For

this problem, no solution has yet been found.

For the implemented events, the instrumentation produces traces and profiles that are

similar to the ones based on OPARI2 instrumentation. The measurements are consistent

for Score-P and can therefore generate valid output. The results can be examined with

Vampir and CUBE. Figure 3(a) shows an example for a profile in CUBE and figure 3(b)

shows a trace in Vampir.

For some NAS benchmarks the internal thread safe memory management of Score-P

failed on our setup, either using MAQAO or OPARI2 instrumentation. These problems

will be solved in the next release of Score-P.



(a) Cube profile view (b) Vampir trace view

Figure 3. Views of the NAS BTbenchmark trace and profile generated with MAQAO-Score-P

The instrumented binary performance is similar to the OPARI2 source level instru-

mented application. However tracing all loops and functions can be prohibitive. To solve

this problem without sampling, it is necessary to instrument only a subset of specific

loops and functions. To this end, our tool proposes static filters and the possibility to

deactivate part of the instrumentation to avoid frequent events on later runs.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

We presented a methodology to perform binary instrumentation of OpenMP constructs.

To this end, we integrated MAQAO with the scalable measurement system Score-P. We

propose the SMINT and SMOMP interfaces. They can be used by other binary instru-

mentation tools and they can be extended to support other events and runtimes.

Our first experiments show that our approach is valid and has no additional overhead.

The binary instrumentation does not need any recompilation, it does not interfere with

the compiler optimization, and it provides additional implicit information for OpenMP

such has the beginning and end of a reduction, or the implicit barriers.

The next steps will be to increase robustness and portability to ensure production

quality. Furthermore we would like to explore the possibility of combining the results of

the static performance analysis done by MAQAO with the runtime measurements. This

would open up the opportunity of quantifying the actual performance degradation due to

inefficiently implemented loops.
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